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Dear Hon Simon O’Brien 

Petition No. 118 – White Set Plaster. 

WA Homes are predominantly plastered with white set plaster. If the plaster is too soft it lacks 
durability, walls may damage easily and paint fail to ‘stick’ to the wall.  

In March 2002 the Building Disputes Tribunal made a finding for compensation against Peter 
Stannard Homes for defective plaster being soft in “50% of the rooms”. 

There is some anecdotal evidence that one Western Australian house owner in ten has concerns as 
to the internal walls and complains of paint peeling and plaster damage.  

The question which needs to be resolved is how do consumers assure themselves that the white set 
plaster in their home is sound?  Further, if they have concerns how do they satisfy themselves as to 
its quality without a costly application to the Building Commission?   

Lime content and hydration of the white set plater can result in a lack of durability of the plaster 
and diminish the final product when painted. 

At the core of the issue is how to ensure consumers are aware of the need to have their white set 
plaster wall harden to a finish which is sturdy and to which paint adheres. 

The matter has not been referred to the Ombudsman as complaints are heard by the Building 
Commission (BC) at the Department of Commerce and, where not resolved, by the State 
Administrative Tribunal. 

On the 19 May 2014, the Department of Commerce issued a press release in response to the 
continuing consumer concern about “paint peeling off damages areas of plaster.  Increasingly, the 
issue is being found to be with the plaster rather than the painting work.” 

At the time the BC announced the working group convened by the Master Painters and Decorators 
Australia (MP&DA) to undertake trials and establish best practice approach. 

Since that time and subsequent to a State Administrative Tribunal determination (Willis v Fletcher 
2015) which held the painter accountable for costs despite finding “the question of whether the 
plaster was too wet indisputable”, painter liability and consumer protection requires clarification. 

As a result the MP&DA advised in their Dec 2015/Jan 2016 Brushstrokes magazine that “it is 
imperative that all painters carry a moisture meter and take tests…”  Directing painters: “Do not 
paint the surface if the pH reading prior…does not sit within Australian Standards … (AS/NZS 
2311:2009) or manufacturers’ recommendations.”  

The article also advised painters that the MP&DA is seeking legal advice on a disclaimer for 
contracts.  This response by the MP&DA to substandard plaster has the potential to leave both 
consumers and painters disadvantaged. 

In responding to a question without notice C1368 which asked what the Building Commission had 
done, given its awareness of the issue, to determine whether defective white set plaster is a 
problem, the Minster for Commerce informed the House that a report of the working group would 
be released mid-2016. 



This is despite the report being finalised in July 2015 and the MP&DA posting on Facebook in June 
2015: “we are back for final tests for the white set plaster trials.” 

Further, the White Set Plaster Working Group was wound up in a meeting held on March 17, with a 
view to releasing recommendations, however none have been forthcoming. 
 
It is therefore of concern that since May 2014 despite the extent of concern being fully evident to 
the Department of Commerce BC consumers have been left uniformed. 
 
It is worth noting the BC’s Senior Painting Inspector stated to the press in May 2014: “We are 
finding that often what comes to us as a complaint about painting work may in fact be an issue with 
the plaster.  Unfortunately, issues with the plaster often don’t become evident until after the surface 
is painted”, yet consumers continue to uninformed of the issues. 
 
It is worth noting that the standard fee to lodge a complaint with the Building Commission is 
$105.00 (concession $52.50).  It is therefore of little surprise that in response to question 3758: “12 
complaints have been captured under the ‘Plastering internal/Hard wall set plaster’ field, of which 
two relate to soft plaster” since data began being compiled in March 2015.  No records of enquiries 
are lodged in the Building Commission data base. 
 
Given the impact on consumers both in cost and convenience it is imperative that there is clear 
guidance regarding the standard of white set plaster required in the housing industry.  As such I 
make the following suggestions as to areas of investigation. 
 
The Committee should obtain a copy of the Jandakot White Set Plaster Trials report to consider its 
conclusions and how the consumer can be advised accordingly. 
 
The Committee may wish to investigate the number of painting complaints, which may pertain to 
paint adhesion to the plaster, to ascertain if complaints are not being correctly captured. 
 
If in response to the concerns painters seek a disclaimer on contracts from consumers such that in 
their enthusiasm to complete their home they paint on substandard plaster, what recourse do 
consumers then have to have faulty work repaired? 
 
The Committee may consider taking evidence as to whether the lack of regulation in the plastering 
industry has resulted in a decline in quality and durability of the plaster. 
 
The Committee should consider questioning the Building Commission as to how many painting 
inspectors are available to consumers and whether the FTE, which is understood to be 1, is 
sufficient to address an acknowledge concern. 
 
The Committee should consider whether the Australian standards 4349 and 4349.1 Inspection of 
buildings apply as to assessment of the durability for Western Australian white set plaster or the 
Victorian Building Commission Guide to Standards and Tolerances 2007 – that surfaces are to be 
inspected from a normal viewing position.  The use of the Victorian standards has been questioned 
as to its capacity to fully assess the standard of the plaster. 


